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UNCTAD’s mandate – Trade and Development

 UN body responsible for dealing with
economic and sustainable development
issues with a focus on trade, finance,
investment and technology - Prosperity for
All;

 195 members;

 Think, Debate, Deliver - to assist
developing countries in better participating
in the global economy.
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Consensus 
Building

•UN Review 
Conference - every 
5 years since 1985

• Intergovernmental 
Group of Experts 
(IGE) meetings on 
Competition (since 
1998) and 
Consumer 
Protection (since 
2016) Law and 
Policy - annually

Research and 
Analysis

•Publication of 
papers and  studies 
on competition and 
consumer 
protection

•Legal assessment
•Research 
Partnership 
Platform (since 
2010)

Technical 
Assistance

•Demand-driven 
assistance at 
national (since the 
late 90s) and 
regional (since 
2003) levels

•UNCTAD Voluntary 
Peer Review on 
Competition/Consu
mer Protection Law 
and Policy
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Some background data



Measuring digital development: Facts and figures 2021







New business models: Algorithms and DATA.

High up-front sunk cost but low marginal costs

High economies of scale and scope

Data-driven network effects

Control over users’ data

Switching costs for consumers (time, effort and 
energy)

Features of Digital Platforms







Competition law and policy concerns raised by Digital 
Platforms

Multi-sided markets / Direct and indirect network effects (or data-driven network 

effects);

High barriers to market access - entrenched market concentration;

High switching costs;

High economies of scale and scope;

Vertical and Conglomerate nature – self-preferencing by gatekeeper platforms.





Big Tech under antitrust scrutiny



MAIN ISSUES TO CONSIDER 
• Are the existing Competition legal and policy frameworks appropriate?

They may need to be adjusted to digital markets challenges. Examples: additional criteria for the 
assessment of market power adapted to digital players; update of the merger control regime; 

consideration of “fair competition” provisions;

• Is regulation necessary? After early caution by Competition Authorities due to the fostering 
innovation concerns, some member States have opted for complementary but increasingly necessary 
regulation. “Ex ante” measures providing for greater transparency, non-discrimination and fairness in 

platforms dealings with businesses; maintaining open standards and interoperability to facilitate 
switching and innovation; ensuring access to data and data portability for consumers, preventing 

practices entailed by consumer biases and inertia (default settings);

• Improved Competition law enforcement and interaction with related areas (Data and Consumer 
protection): issuance of guidance to businesses, recommending good practices for a clearer 

marketplace; faster assessment and action - use of data analysis and existing tools (market studies; 
better tailored and effective interim measures, commitments and remedies). Consultation & 

cooperation between Competition, Data Protection and Consumer protection authorities;

• International cooperation: exchange of information and knowledge to better address global 
problems through global solutions when possible; support to young, less experienced and more 

resource-constrained Competition Authorities.



Recent developments from across the world: Legislative
amendments
• Germany (January 2021): added a new category of companies, namely, undertakings active in 

digital markets of significance for competition across markets. BKA can intervene at an early stage 
vis-à-vis these companies, now prohibited from engaging in specific abusive practices - self-
preferencing platform’s own services; preventing third companies’ entries by data access refusal -
due to their strategic position and resources. Legal process was shortened, allowing for quicker 
decisions.

• Austria (2021): new factors were added to the dominant position analysis, specifically in digital 
markets, including access to data relevant to competition as well as benefits derived from network 
effects. The SIEC test (significant impediment of effective competition test), applied in European 
merger control, was introduced to broaden merger control assessment, namely in digital markets.

• Russian Federation (2021): a draft amendment to the competition law submitted in the Fall 2021 
includes new concepts such as digital platforms and network effects and new approaches to dealing 
with anticompetitive practices in digital markets. 

• Kenya: the Competition Authority reported that due to increased use of digital platforms since the 
pandemic outbreak, complaints grew 50 % in the area, leading to a legal amendment to address the 
market behavior of digital platforms. 

• Turkey: the Competition Authority has recommended the Government to introduce specific antitrust 
rules for digital gatekeepers alongside a general code of conduct for online marketplaces to reduce 
asymmetry in bargaining power



Recent developments from across the world: Soft-law
instruments 
• China: new and guidelines (February 2021) on the platform economy, illustrating relevant

anticompetitive practices (agreements using data and algorithms on platforms to collect or
exchange sensitive information). Clarified factors to consider when establishing the dominant
market position - data advantages and conduct that may be considered abuse of dominance, such
as refusal to deal without justification. Merger review is also covered, including the divestiture of
data, the termination of exclusive agreements and the modification of platform rules or algorithms
as remedies. Advocacy efforts include a signed commitment by internet platform enterprises, and
partnership with other public bodies (Office of Central Cyberspace Affairs; State Taxation
Administration).

• Nigeria: the Competition and Consumer protection Commission was developing guidelines for
market definitions (including on “Zero Price and Digital Platforms”; platforms as multi-sided markets
with network effects; merger control market definitions using modified versions of the SSNIP test).

• Singapore: Competition enforcement guidelines were revised in December 2021 to reflect the 2020
E-commerce Platforms Market Study, providing guidance adjusted to digital marketplaces,
regarding the assessment of market power and potentially abusive conduct in digital markets.

• Republic of Korea: KFTC announced Guidelines on Anticompetitive Conducts in the Platform
Sector in January 2022.

• Thailand: the Trade Competition Commission issued Guidelines on Unfair Trade Practices
between Food Delivery Platform Provider and a Business Operator of Restaurant (December 2020).



Recent developments from across the world: Other
instruments 

• Brazil: In 2021, a study analyzed and benchmarked the relationship between antitrust and data
protection authorities across several jurisdictions worldwide, whereas a different one examined
CADE's case law as to digital platforms [MERCADOS DE PLATAFORMAS DIGITAIS
(cade.gov.br)].

• India: a study published by the Competition Commission of India in January 2021 found that data
privacy can take the form of non-price competition and abuse of dominance can lower privacy
protection and therefore fall within the ambit of antitrust as low privacy implies the lack of consumer
welfare.

• Turkey: on 14 April 2022, the Turkish Competition Authority published its final report on its e-
marketplace platforms sector inquiry which includes recommendations such as i) legislative study
for undertakings with significant market power, ii) strengthening the secondary competition law
legislation, and iii) “code of conduct of the platform” arrangement.



Recent developments from across the world: New 
regulation
• Australia adopted a law in February 2021 aimed at making Google and Facebook pay for news 

content on their platforms., which was highly opposed by big tech, leading  to some changes.

• Canada has introduced new legislation compelling tech platforms such as Twitter and Facebook to 
compensate Canadian publishers for sharing their content.

• European Union: Digital Markets Act (provisional agreement March 2022), aimed to increased
legal certainty for (business) users of digital gatekeepers and ensure that they receive fair treatment
and to limit the gatekeeper’s ability to unfairly handicap potential rivals. Complementary to
Competition law, sets ground rules on acceptable behavior and also involves the power to
investigate such behavior and impose corrective remedies. It targets gatekeepers, companies
providing so-called “core platform services” most prone to unfair business practices, such as social
networks or search engines, with a market capitalization of at least 75 billion euro or an annual
turnover of 7.5 billion. Combining personal data for targeted advertising will only be allowed with
explicit consent to the gatekeeper and users should be free to choose their browser, virtual
assistants or search engines.

Digital Services Act: standards for a safer and more open digital space for users and a level
playing field for companies. Intermediary services (online platforms - social media and marketplaces)
to take measures to protect users from illegal content, goods and services. New transparency
obligations for platforms: users to be better informed about how content is recommended to them
(recommender systems) and to choose at least one option not based on profiling; users to have better
control over how their personal data are used for online advertising. European Commission as
Member States with access to algorithms of very large online platforms. Online platforms and search
engines can be fined up to 6% of their worldwide turnover.



Recent developments from across the world: Competition 
decisions case-law

• Australia: in April 2021, the Federal Court, in an enforcement action brought by the Australia
Competition & Consumer Commission (ACCC), found that Google had misled consumers in relation to
its communications regarding the collection and use of their data. The ACCC in December 2020 has
also commenced proceedings in the Federal Court against Facebook for misleading consumers as to
the use of their personal activity data in its Onavo app.

• Brazil: CADE launched in 2019 an investigation against Google since the company displays pieces of
news in the results of its searches. In the process, the National Association of Newspapers expressed
itself, justifying that the resource available in the search engine (so called snippets) discourages
people from entering the links of the news to read the contents. Also, it opened an inquiry into
Google's mandatory pre-installation of Google's own search applications and browser and rebates
paid to manufacturers and operators aimed at ensuring this pre-installation.

In May 2021, under the General Data Protection Law, the National Data Protection Authority, CADE,
Federal Public Ministry and the National Consumer Secretariat jointly issued a Recommendation on
Whatsapp’s new privacy policy, referring to potential data privacy and competition concerns related to
authorization of data sharing with Facebook and access restrictions for users refusing to accept the new
terms. Whatsapp has committed to comply with the data protection regulations.
• Egypt: the Competition Authority's (ECA) has recently imposed data portability and access to data

remedies in order to restore data rights and competition to the ride-hailing market, recognizing the
usefulness of remedies to restore data rights and neutralize unfair competitive advantage that some
incumbents. The case of Uber’s acquisition of Careem, its biggest competitor in the MENA region,
where ECA imposed data portability and data sharing remedies on the parties in 2019 as allowing
data access to potential entrants will restore the competition to pre-transaction levels and may create
a new area of competition on offering the highest standard of privacy, illustrates this approach.



Recent developments from across the world: Competition 
decisions case-law (2)

• India: in March 2021, the Competition Commission of India (CCI) launched an investigation into
WhatsApp’s privacy policy (merging user data across Facebook (Meta) Companies). The investigation is
still underway. Reportedly in April 2022 CCI released early findings of an investigation into Google’s app
store and its payment system, Google Pay. As Bloomberg reported, it found that Google’s Play Store
billing system (30% cut) for app developers is “unfair and discriminatory”.

• Malaysia: the Competition Commission (MyCC) reported dealing with a complaint from the Malaysian
Newspaper Publishers Association (MNPA) with regard to the refusals of Google and Facebook to share
advertisement revenues from their websites. MNPA in the complaint, asked for a fair share of the
advertising revenue that the tech giants had generated using content from media organizations in the
country.

• South Africa: in March 2022, The Competition Commission referred a complaint against Meta to the
Competition Tribunal for allegedly engaging in abuse of dominance. The referral follows WhatsApp (as
part of the Meta group) attempting to off-board GovChat from the WhatsApp platform. GovChat is a
chatbot service connecting government to millions of citizens on issues of public concern (e.g.,
information on COVID-19 vaccinations and social grants). GovChat is reliant on the WhatsApp platform
to function and connect users, without which its entire existence will be prejudiced.



Final remarks on policy options and ways forward
Policy wise: 
- Ex-ante regulation of digital platforms is crucial to harness their dominance, facilitate 

switching and multihoming by consumers and provide for fair market access by new firms. 
- A holistic approach must be developed, including Competition, Data Protection, Consumer 

Protection and Electronic Communications policies and respective regulators to grasp all 
implications in a comprehensive manner.

Legal frameworks and other instruments: 
- When necessary, Competition laws should be amended to clearly address new business 

models, network effects, access to data, economies of scale and scope, and M&As 
involving dominant platforms in a transparent and predictable manner.

- Competition Authorities should adjust market studies and the use of decisional powers 
(interim measures; commitments; remedies) to the specificities of digital markets; they 
should consider adopting guidance to businesses, including on important related issues 
such as unfair trade practices and abuses of superior bargaining position by big tech. 

Enhance International and regional cooperation for more effective policy-making and 
enforcement.



UNCTAD recent relevant Research and Analysis 
on Competition law and policy



Digital platforms, competition and data protection

April

28
11:30 AM – 1 PM

CEST
Room XXVI

Organized by 

#UNCTADeWeek

Moderator: Ms. Cristina Caffarra, Senior Consultant, Charles River Associates

Speakers: 
• Mr. Didier Reynders, Commissioner for Justice and Consumers, European 

Commission 
• Ms. Carmen Ligia Valderrama Rojas, Minister, Ministry of Information and 

Communication Technologies, Colombia
• Mr. Guilherme Mendes Resende, Chief Economist, Administrative Council 

for Economic Defense (CADE), Brazil
• Ms. Payal Malik, Adviser (Economics) & Head Economics Division, 

Competition Commission of India (CCI), India
• Mr. Krisztian Katona, Vice President of Global Competition and Regulatory 

Policy, Computer & Communications Industry Association (CCIA), United 
States



Thank you!
teresa.moreira@unctad.org

https://unctad.org/Topic/Competition-and-Consumer-Protection

mailto:teresa.moreira@unctad.org
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